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ABSTRACT. D eep cores from Byrd Sta tion were used to calibrate an ultrasonic techniqu e of evaluating
crystal anisot ropy in the Antarctic ice sheet. Velocities measured parallel ( Vp t ) and perpendic ular ( Vp-+)
to the vertica l axis of the cores yielded data in excellent agreement with the observed c-axis fabri c profile
and with t he in-situ P-wave velocity profile meas ured parallel to the bore-hole axis by Bentley. Velocity
di fferences I\. V (I\. V = Vp t - Vp~) in excess of [ 40 m S- I for cores from below [ 300 m a ttest to the tight
clustering of c-axes of crystals a bout the vertical, especially in the zo ne [ 300- [ 800 m. A small but significant
decline in V p t w ith ageing of the core, as deduced fr om Be ntley's down-hole data, is attributed to the formation of oriented cracks that occur in the ice cores as they relax from environmental stresses. This investigation
of cores from the 2 [64 m thi ck ice sh eet at Byrd Station establishes the ultrasonic technique as a viable
method of monitoring relaxation c h a racterist ics of dri lled cores a nd for determining the gross trends of
c-axis orienta ti o n in ice sheets. The Byrd Station data, in conjunction with Barkov's investigatio n of deep
cores from Vostok, East Anta rcti ca, a lso indicate t hat crystal a nisotropy in the Antarctic ice sheet is dominated
by a clustering of c-axes about a vertical symmetry axis.
R ESUME. R elation entre les uitesses des ultra-sons auec la disposition cristal/ine des axes-c et les caracteristiques de la
relaxation des caroUes de glace issues de la station Byrd, Antarctique. On a utilise des carottes de glace profonde
issues de la statio n Byrd pour essayer un e technique ultra-son ique d'estimation d e l'anisotropie des cristaux
dans la calotte g laciaire antarctique. Les vitesses mes u rees parall eles (VI) t) et perpendicula ires ( Vp -+) a
l'axe vertical d es carottes ont don ne des resultats en excelle nt accord avec les profils de dispos ition cristalline
d es axes-c et avec le profil de vitesse in situ des ondes P mesure paralleIement a l'axe d u trou de forage par
Bentley. D es d ifferences de vitesses I\. V (I\. V = Vp t - Vp-+ ) depassant [40 m S- I pour d es echantillons
provena nt d'e n d essous de [ 300 m co nfirment le groupement serre d es axes-c d es cristaux a utour de la
verticale, specia lement dans la zon e des [ 3 00- [ 800 m. Une legere mais significative d iminution de V p t
avec l' age de l' echa ntillon, deduite des resultats de fo rages de Bentley est a ttribuee a la formation d e fissures
orientees d a ns les echa ntillons de glace lorsq u' ell es ech appent aux cont ra intes de !eur milieu d 'origine. Cette
explora tion d e carottes provenan t d ' une calotte de 2 [ 64 m d'epaisseur a la station Byrd montre que la technique des ultra-sons est une methode convenable pour reperer les caracteristiques de la relaxat ion des carottes
de forage et p o ur determiner les tendances principales d e l'orientation d es axes-c dans les calottes glaciaires.
Les resultats obten us a la station Byrd, compares avec les recherches de Ba rkov sur des car ottes profondes
provenant de Vostok, Est Antarctique, indiquent egale m ent que l'anisotropie dans la structure de la glace
de la calotte a nta rct iq ue est diminuee par un regroupement des axes-c a uto ur d ' un axe de sym e trie vertical.
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Beziehung von Ultraschallgeschwindigkeiten zum c-Achsen-Gifuge und R elaxationscharakteristiken von Eiskernen der Byrd-Station, Antarktis. Fur die K alibrierung einer U ltraschalltechnik zur Feststellung
der Kristall-An isot ropie im a nta rktisch en Eisschild wurden tiefreichen d e Bo hrkerne von der Byrd-Station
herangezogen. Geschwindigkeitsm essu ngen parallel ( Vp t) und senkrecht ( Vp -+ ) zur Langsachse der
K erne lieferte n Daten, die a usgezeichnet mit dem beobachteten Profil des c-Achsen-Gefiiges und mit dem
Profil der Gesch windigkeit der P-Welle, in situ pa rallel zur Bohrlochachse gemessen von Bentley, ubereinstimmen. Geschwindigkeitsunterschiede I\.V (I\. V = VI> t - Vp -+ ) von mehr a ls [40 m S- I fur K erne aus
einer Tiefe uber [ 300 m besta tigen die dichte H a ufung d er c-Achsen der Krista lle um das Lot, besonders in
der Zone von [ 300 m bis [ 800 m. Eine kl eine aber signifika nte Abna hm e von V p t mit der Alterung des
K erns, wie sie gegenuber Bentley's Bohrlochdaten festzustellen ist, w ird der Bildung orie ntie rter Risse
zugeschr ieben, die in den Eiskerne n b ei der Entspannu ng vom Umgebungsdruck a uftreten. Diese Untersuchung von K ernen a us dem 2 [ 64 m dicken Eisschil d a n der Byrd-Sta ti o n erweist die U ltrasch a lltechnik als
gangbare M eth ode zur Ermittlung d e r Relaxationsch a r akteristiken von Bo hrkernen und zur Bestimmung
der uberschlagigen T endenz der c-Achsen -Orientierung in Eissch ild en . Di e Daten an der Byrd-Station
zeigen, zusammen mit Ba rkov's Untersuchung tiefreichender Bohrke rn e von Vostok, O st-Anta rktis,
a usserdem, d ass Kristall-An isotropie im antarktischen Eisschild in erster Lini e a uf eine H a ufung d er c-Achsen
um eine ver ti ka le Sym metrieachse zuruckzufuhren ist.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of crystal anisotropy (oriented crystal structure) in determining the
rheological behavior of polar ice sheets can no longer be ignored, especially in the light of
recent observations of widespread crystal anisotropy in West Antarctica. This anisotropic
state of the ice has been established both on the basis of direct examination of c-axis fabrics in
ice cores from the 2 164 m deep drill hole at Byrd Station and from seismic records. Fabric
investigations of the Byrd Station cores by Gow and Williamson (1976) show that oriented
crystal structure, involved principally with a clustering of crystallographic c-axes about a
single (vertical) axis of symmetry, certainly exists to within 400 m of the surface of the ice sheet
and thus represents about 80 % of the ice column in the immediate vicinity of the drill hole.
Major features of this fabric profile are illustrated in Figure I. Maximum vertical orientation
of crystal axes occurs in a zone from I 200 to I 800 m depth. Below about I 810 m this very
strong axial orientation of crystals gives way to a fabric composed of several discrete maxima
generally arranged in ring-like fashion about the vertical. Sonic logging of the drill hole by
Bentley ( 1972) has also confirmed the existence of a strong vertical alignment of c-axes and
Bentley ( 197 I), on the basis of seismic records, has also demonstrated the existence of highly
anisotropic structure throughout much of the West Antarctic ice sheet. Such structural
anisotropy could involve as much as 90 % of the ice column at some locations.
Fabric studies (Gow and Williamson, 1976), in conjunction with other extensive investigations of the physical properties of the Byrd Station ice cores (Gow, 1970, 1971; Gow and
Williamson, 1975; Gow and others, 1968), make them especially suitable for "calibrating"
certain geophysical tools that might usefully be applied to investigations of crystal anisotropy
in ice sheets. One such technique involves ultrasonic logging, a technique first applied to
Greenland and Antarctic ice cores by Bennett (1972). More recent studies include measurements
by Kohnen and Langway (1977) on ice cores from Milcent and Crete, Greenland, and
measurements on cores from the Ross Ice Shelf by Kohnen and Bentley (1977).
In this report we wish to discuss some results of recent measurements of ultrasonic velocities
performed on ice cores from Byrd Station. Sonic logging of these cores, in a sense, amplifies
and extends the original bore-hole logging of Bentley ( 1972), but with the notable difference
that Bentley's measurements were restricted to P-wave-velocity determinations along the .
bore-hole axis, whereas our measurements were made in the diametral direction (Vp--+) as
well as along the vertical core axis ( V p!), the axis corresponding to the bore-hole axis. This
dual velocity measurement permits immediate evaluation of the velocity difference ( ~V),
a very important parameter whose magnitude depends entirely on the orientation of crystals
in the ice core. * Our research served two principal objectives, namely, determination of the
relationship between ultrasonic velocities and the c-axis fabrics, and evaluation of the relaxation characteristics of the drilled cores, especially the directional aspects of relaxation.
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A Krautkriimer USIP II System, utilizing barium titanate transducers, was used for
measuring the transverse and axial velocities of cores ranging in length from 70 to 15 mm.
The equipment was operated at a frequency of 2 MHz to ensure an optimal relation between
time resolution, sample dimensions, and energy attenuation. All measurements were performed

* At a ny given temperature, the P-wave velocity in the ice will depend on the density of the ice as well as the
c-axis fabric. Since density is a scalar property, the magnitude of !'!,. V should be influenced only by the ice-crystal
fabric.
Fig. I (left ). c-axisfabrics, Byrd Station, Antarctica. Datafrom horizontal core sections. Contour range from ! % to 5% per I %
area for fabrics near top of the ice column to 25% per I % area in deep icefabrics. Symbols a-g are keyed to Figure 3.
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in a cold room operating at a nominal temperature of - 10°C. Sample dimensions were
measured with a micrometer to ±O. I mm. Errors in the velocity m easurement are estimated
not to exceed ±20 m s-'. Core densities were measured to a n accuracy of 0 .0003 Mg m- J
by hydrostatic weighing in iso-octane. Most of the cores examined ultrasonically were sampled
earlier for thin-section fabric studies. R e-examination of these thin sections together with
observations on several new thin sections of the same cores revealed no detectable changes in
either the textural properties or the c-axis orientations of the ice.
R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Profiles obtained from measurements of ultrasonic velocity on Byrd Station ice cores are
presented in Figure 2. Both sets ofP-wave velocity measurements (Vp t and Vp-i>-) have been
corrected to in-situ temperatures and densities to facilitate comparisons with Bentley's (1972)
down-hole velocity log. Axial ( Vpt ) velocities show very good agreement with Bentley's
velocity profile down to about I 200 m before beginning to diverge appreciably. The apparent
reduction in V Pt of the nine-year-old cores is real and can be attributed substantially to the
existence of cleavage cracks that are propagated along the basal planes of ice crystals during
relaxation of the cores. This propagation of cracks is concentrated in the transverse plane of
cores from the zone of strong axial fabrics b elow I 200 m , giving rise to a distinctive crack
fabric, that causes a small but measurable reduction of velocity in the direction normal to the
plane of the cracks, that is in the direction of Vpt. These d ata point up the significance of the
directional nature of relaxation and the importance of oriented crystal structure in deterP-Wave Velocity (km Is)
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mining the orientation of cleavage cracks that form in cores during relaxation from environmental stresses. A similar depression of seismic velocities, normal to the plane of oriented
cracks, has also been observed in rock cores even in rocks where the volume fraction of oriented
cracks is only a small part of the total porosity (for example, see Anderson and others (1974)).
Figure 3 illustrates how well changes in ~ V ( V p! - Vp_) can be correlated with changes
in the c-axis fabric as defined by lX, the half-apex angle of the cone containing all but the 10%
most divergent c-axes in a given fabric. As noted above, !1 V is determined solely by the fabric,
so that any significant change in the ice fabric should be reflected in a change in ~ V. In order
to quantify the fabric, we selected lX as the relevant parameter mainly on the assumption that
the dominantly axial fabric patterns observed at Byrd Station can be reasonably approximated
by conical distributions of the c-axes about the vertical, with lX decreasing as the concentration
of c-axes increases. The mirror-image pattern obtained with ~ V and et further establishes the
strong relationship between P-wave velocity and fabric. In the zone 1 200- 1 800 m, where
the magnitude of lX is generally less than 23 ° , ~ V values may exceed 140 m S-I which is within
30- 40 m S-I of the total velocity difference for P-waves propagated parallel and perpendicular
to the c-axis of a single crystal. This analysis was not extended below 1 800 m, mainly because
of the very large size of crystal encountered in this region. Samples used for ultrasonic velocity
measurements generally contained too few crystals for any satisfactory verification of the
~ V/et relationship.
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Fig. 3. Relationship of velocity difference (l1 V ) andfabric parameter (oc) versus ice depth at Byrd Station. See text for explanation
oJ oc. Symbols a-g refer to locations of c-axis Jabric plots shown in Figure I.
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CONCLUSIO NS

Based on results obtained at Byrd Station, we would advocate that all future studies of
cores from deep drill holes include measurements of ultrasonic velocities, both as a m eans of
monitoring the relaxa tion characteristics of the drilled cores and for determining the g ross
trends of c-axis orientation in the ice sheet. However, these measurements must be supplemented by optical thin-section studies in order to verify ( I) the exact nature of the fabric at
any given depth and (2) any inclination of the fabric symmetry axis with respect to the
direction of propagation of the P-wave velocity. Bentley ( 197 I), for example, has speculated
from seismic records in West Anta rctica that the symmetry axis for single-pole fabrics m ay
deviate appreciably from the vertical; at some locations the symmetry axis may even approach
the horizontal. However, Barkov's ( 1973) orientation data from Vostok, East Antarctica,
indica te that fabrics in this part of the ice sheet are also dominated by a vertical symme try
axis. The situation in Greenland cannot be ascertained because of the absence of published
data on the internal structure and fabrics of the ice.
At Byrd Station, some slipping of ice a long the bedrock must occur since the basal ice is at
the pressure-melting point and liquid water is known to exist at the glacier bed. However, the
textures and fabrics of the ice cores indicate that plastic deformation in the zone of strong
single-maximum fabrics, and actual displacement of ice along horizontal shear planes situated
well above bedrock, are also major contributors to the flow of the ice sheet at Byrd Station.
These findings of highly anisotropic crystaJ structure at Byrd Station are especially significant
with respect to widely h eld theories of ice flow tha t tacitly assume an isotropic condition of the
ice. Indeed, the common practice of approximating the age of ice cores on the basis of
arbitrary and simplistic models of ice flow, that either ig nore or gloss over the anisotropic state
of the ice, could lead to very serious errors in dating ice cores. If the situation demonstrated
for the ice cores at Byrd Station is any guideline, then the need for comprehensive a nalysis of
the structure and fabric of ice-sheet cores by any means available canno t be overemphasized.
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DISCUSSION
C. R. BENTLEY: Recent sonic logging experiments in a hole to bedrock in an ice cap on
Ellesmere Island reveal a distinct increase in P-wave velocity in the Wisconsin ice. The
velocities further suggest that the principal fabric change is shallower, and R. M. Koerner
(personal communication) believes it reasonable by analogy to Devon Island to assume that
there is no particular tightening of the c-axis concentration in the Wisconsin ice. Recognizing
the difficulty in the Byrd Station core, where several changes occur in the same depth range,
have you tried to correlate P-wave velocity with bubble content, bubble elongation, grainsize, dirt content, etc. ? The effect of these properties on the velocities would be small compared
to the fabric changes but might nonetheless be significant, and useful in interpreting sonic
velocity elsewhere.

A. J. Gow: Studies of the physical properties of the Ellesmere Island ice cores have not yet
been performed and, until they are, I feel any objective discussion of the velocity increase you
measured down-hole would be a bit premature at this time. I might hazard a guess that when
the cores are analysed you will find that fabrics are responsible for the velocity increase .• Other
effects, such as bubble concentrations, grain-size, dust content, etc., would be difficult to
separate from fabric effects which, as you agree, over-ride all other effects with regard to
velocities and velocity differences in the ice cores from Byrd Station. Dr Koerner informs me
that cores from the same level that you observed your velocity increase contain no visible
concentrations of debris so presumably this particular effect can be eliminated.
H. KOHNEN: We looked for effects other than that caused by crystal anisotropy, which is
certainly the dominating effect that over-rides all other effects. We have investigated the
influence of preferred orientation of elongated bubbles in the Little Americ~ V ice cores.
Our examination of several different samples in these cores indicates a minimal effect. However, an elongated, oriented bubble fabric is not fully developed in Little America ice and
more data are needed to determine whether a preferred bubble fabric does exert a significant
effect on P-wave velocities. At Byrd Station, crystal size is known to affect velocities and
velocity differences in ice samples composed of only a few crystals. These investigations are not
yet completed. As demonstrated in our paper, the effects of relaxation can lead to the formation of oriented cracks that can cause significant reduction in velocities for P-waves propagated
normal to the crack fabric. In order to investigate some of these effects, it is absolutely
essential to obtain velocity data on freshly-drilled ice cores .

.J. W.

GLEN: Since the authors have used difference in velocity as the parameter of interest, I
do not think we should expect grain-size as such to be important- grain shape might be if the
grains were not equi-axed.

Gow: In general, I would ag ree with what you say. However, grain-size (and grain-shape)
effects are known to be significant in ice below I 800 m at Byrd Station. In this ice the size of
crystals is so large that samples used for ultrasonic velocity measurements usually contained
fewer than ten crystals, often complexly interlocked. This situation can lead to significant
velocity bias.
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